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ABSTRACT

This thesis celebrates the history and culture of my hometown, Lafayette, Louisiana. Lagniappe

is a typeface inspired by letterforms found in Lafayette newspapers from the late 1800s-early

1900s, a time marked by the stigmatization of French and the discrimination of francophone

people in Louisiana. After doing broad historical research on the area and specifically learning

about the history of the French language and culture in Lafayette, I utilized public digital

archives to search for unique examples of typography from historical newspapers. During this

exploration, I was drawn to one typeface found throughout decades of clippings of the Lafayette

Gazette. The main goal was to preserve the unique characteristics of the letterforms while

adapting them for contemporary usage. I experimented with a variety of letterforms and refined

them into a consistent system. French accents were added to the character set so that the typeface

could be used in both English and French. Finally, BirdFont was used to make Lagniappe

functional. The typeface was documented using both English and Louisiana French text.

Lagniappe symbolizes the resilience and evolution of the French language, contributes to the

revival of the language in this area, and preserves Louisiana’s cultural and linguistic heritage.



I was initially interested in the visuals of street signage around Lafayette, particularly old signs,

hand-painted signs, unique letterforms, etc. Over the course of several days in December 2023, I

took photographs of signage around Lafayette. I found examples of many different kinds of

letterforms. I was unsure of what to make with the photographs that I took, so I decided to do

historical research in search of something more.

With a specific focus on major events affecting the evolution of the French language in

Lafayette, I collected research on a FigJam board. Key information is highlighted below.





Using the Lafayette Public Library archives, the LDL (Louisiana Digital Library), and

Newspapers.com, I searched for newspapers containing interesting letterforms. The only French

newspaper that I was able to find in the archives was printed in Vermillionville in 1845. Every

other newspaper was written entirely in English.

I was mainly drawn to display typefaces found in old advertisements. After collecting

images of many different kinds of letterforms, I made some quick sketches on grid paper. This is

when I found a typeface to take inspiration from. I looked through countless newspaper clippings

to create as complete of a character set for this typeface as possible.







I was able to locate every letter except for J, V, X, and Z. I quickly realized that nearly every

serif is completely different. I began sketching out the letters with different combinations of

shapes and serifs and decided what I liked and did not like.



The goal was to make the typeface feel smoother, more consistent, and more simplified while

still keeping some of the parts that make it unique. I was drawn to symmetry, curved lines, and

the low contrast weight of the original typeface. I also decided that making the serifs smaller

would create a more legible typeface.

After scanning my sketches into InDesign, I worked on making the first digital version of

the typeface. I drew all 26 letters along with all French accents. I received feedback, made some

adjustments, and this led to version two.





After version two was created, all letters were traced in BirdFont. I typeset Lagniappe with

several words and phrases to locate discrepancies. I also spent a lot of time on spacing. Some

minor revisions were made to letters J and S, and four punctuation marks were added to the

character set.

At this point, I settled on the name, “Lagniappe.” It is a Cajun French term that means “a little

something extra.” I documented the typeface at several sizes and with different types of

information. I also created a type specimen in which I created advertisements for real businesses

and events currently in Lafayette, and I took heavy inspiration from the designs in the old

newspapers.






